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Cotton Canvas
Available Colours:

Product code:
Selected Colour:
Width:
Price:

Black

Cream

Flax

Lime

Pink

Red

Royal

Turquoise

Dark Grey

Navy Blue

KBT6646-F10-B163
Black
146cm
£8.99/mtr

Description:
From the practical to the creative, the uses for this great quality coloured canvas are as many as they are
varied. The cotton duck canvas has a taut structure and rigid feel whilst still being pliable enough to get
creative with. The versatility of this canvas makes it a popular choice with infant to senior schools,
creative studies, textiles, arts and crafts and drama will have plenty of uses for this fabric. The dense
surface lends itself well to artistic projects; it can be painted on for stage backdrops and banners, cut up to
make letters and shapes even splashed with glue and glitter!

It’s the right weight and density to create all kinds of accessories but particularly good for ones with a
practical use. Bags are the top choice for this hardwearing coloured canvas, along with purses and wallets
and canvas shoes, these items have constant and repetitive use so the durability of the coloured canvas is
ideal. The canvas can be cut and shapes into any design you want, sewn onto easily and it will withstand
heat treatments like hot fixing rhinestones or transferring images.

This quality canvas is ideal for creating accessories, whether you intend to create a one off item for
yourself, bespoke designs for your craft business or a large amount of the same design, we can help your
designs along by adding extras if you need to. Metal eyelets inserted for drawstring bags or in canvas
shoes for laces for instance, or clear pockets for ID cards in wallets and bags; we can do that for you just
get in touch with our team. Whether this fabric is used for fun personal projects or practical designs, it’s a
creative essential, good thing we have 13 great colours to choose from, take note though as the fabric is
not UV stable so in time the colours will eventually start to fade in prolonged sunlight.

Versatile
Great for schools
Arts and crafts
13 colours available
Durable
Biodegradeable
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